
Umie Script BY TANTRISS



I’m so excited for you to be chosen by Tantriss and Umie, to create this video!

Take some time to enjoy this innovative new pleasure toy, and share your enjoyment of un-boxing your new Umie with the world!  
I’m sure your natural enthusiasm will be exactly what we need it to be!  

Use the provided script as your guide, following the flow and bullet points as listed out, and make sure to do everything in parenthesis in action! 

Be as natural and convincing as possible, go with the flow, and let your experience invoke the excitement for the product.  
Don’t forget to charge your Umie at least 2 hrs prior to filming, or 4 full hours if it was fully depleted!
I look forward to seeing the video’s requested!

Feel free to email kate@tantriss.com with any questions or concerns.

Most importantly have fun,
Kate 
Tantriss 

Umie What’s Included
Umie Setup & Play
Umie Features & Application



Charge your new Umie, for at least 2 hrs, prior to video!

Umie What’s Included
( Introduce yourself )
 
- I was gifted an awesome vibrator, that has features I’ve never seen before, called the Umie, pronounced you-me, by the company Tantriss.
- Umie is being considered, “The worlds most interactive and intense pleasure toy,” for many exciting reasons.
(Show your enthusiasm)

- This vibrator has the most powerful dual high-speed motors, designed by the creator of the gyro sensor in the Nintendo Wii Remote.
- Those sensors allow the Umie to create a full 360-degrees of stimulation and intensity!
- The Umie is made with body safe water- resistant RoHS silicone, is submersible up to 30 minutes underwater, and has the ability to heat up to 103 degrees!

- If that wasn’t enough... you can even talk to your Umie, to alter the vibration pulses!
(Show your excitement and say whatever comes to mind)  

- Let’s begin to take a look at the Umie, and all of It’s features!
( Show the box )

- When you receive your Umie, the excitement begins with the packaging.
- I love the: 
( Describe the feeling you get from looking at the packaging, knowing what is inside)
( Read from the box, all the way around it, and show your excitement.)

- As you open the package, you will notice that Umie is in a custom plastic enclosure 

- At the top of the plastic enclosure, look for the tab to remove Umie from the box  
( Remove Umie from the plastic enclosure, and lift it from the holding place )

- As you can see, Umie is held securely held in place, making the removal simple.
( Remove the Umie from the black foam)

- Upon arrival, Umie will be at least 20% charged
- It is recommended to charge your new Umie, for at least 2 hours before usage, but you are welcome to play first and charge later. 
- Once your Umie is fully charged, both lights near the control buttons will go off.
( Show the buttons while describing )
( Set the Umie aside and continue )



Umie Setup & Play
- Now for the fun part, let’s setup this Umie together!

- I recommend that the first thing you do is install the app on your phone
( Show your phone and talk about what phone model you have )

- Go to your provided app store and download the free Umie application
- You will see this app icon
(Show the picture below, of the app icon)

- Once the app is installed, make sure your bluetooth is on.

- Now turn Umie on by holding down the power button for 5 full seconds
- You will see the Led Flash, and the Umie will start buzzing
( Respond to this moment however you see fit )

- Open your new Umie app

- Let’s take a look at what is below the Umie

- As you can see, there is a one year warranty card, your metal registration card, and a black users manual
( Look at and show the User Manual cover )
- This is a small instruction manual, that shows you how to use all of Umie’s key features
( Set down, and continue on )

( Show the drawer the Umie was in once more )

- Hidden in the two compartments is a USB charging cable, and the AC/DC adapter to charge your Umie
- They connect to each other and to the Umie very easily
( Show the bottom of the Umie, where the cable connects to the Umie, and connect it)

-Now simply connect the charging cable’s USB end, to provided AC/DC adapter
( Show the ease of connection, then plug it into a wall outlet, and set aside, yet still in view of the camera )

- Also included, is a nice little black drawstring pouch, for you to store your Umie
( Show Pouch )

- Now let’s talk about the look and feel of this ----------------------describe naturally with excitement --------- Umie!
( Take a moment and talk about how the Umie looks and feels to you )
( Cover: the color, the texture of the product, the embellishments, the way the buttons feel when you press them )
( DON’T TURN THE PRODUCT ON YET )



- Once the app is opened:
( Show Image A, Welcome Screen, and describe it in your own way )
- When you hit next:
( Show Image B, Button Layout, and describe the features in your own way)

- Then:
( Show Image C, Bluetooth)
- This allows you to automatically pair your Umie to the app, which we already have done!

- The next page talks about the Basic Controls Available.
( Show Image D, Basic Controls )
- Umie allows you to easily turn up it’s intensity and heat, with the simple sliding of your finger.
- Let’s play with this for a second...
( Make a personal comment about how the 360-degrees of stimulation and intensity feel.  Excitement!!! )
( Comment on the color change happening on the app )
- Why would you the ability to increase the heat of your vibrator?   
- Because this unique feature creates the most lifelike feeling on the market!

- Next, we have a description of Tantra...
( Show Image E, Tantra, and read the first paragraph on the app)
- Because Umie was developed with the ability to heat in a lifelike manner, and to allow you to experience 360 degrees of stimulation effortlessly,
 the makers at Tantriss plan to allow for their customers to select from a variety of custom meditations, created by experts in the field of tantra and meditation!  
- This will allow you to heighten your personal pleasure, to levels never before achieved with a toy.
- Look for that come fall of 2017
( Make a comment that comes to mind, regarding your excitement to utilize the Umie in such a way)
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( Show Image G)
- Now, lets go over each of the features under settings

- Settings is the gear icon, located in the upper left hand corner of the app
( Touch the gear icon )

- Once open, you will see 4 options available to choose from
( Show Screen I )
( Call out each of the four )
- We are already connected to the app, but if you aren’t, touch where it says Not Connected, and find your Umie. 

- Touch Social Network.
( Show Screen J )
- When you do so, you will see that the social network feature is still under construction, but the future goal is to allow the Umie user to connect with a community of 
other users, at a the most secure level possible!
- When you Press OK, you will notice that you are directed to a login screen. 
( Show screen K ) 
- This is where you will log in, in the future, to utilize the chat features!  
- Press the back arrow in the upper left hand corner, to get back to the main menu

- Now let’s touch the Website link
( Show screen L )
- Touch this link to instantly connect to the Tantriss website
( Talk about how affordable the Umie is given its features and specs, in your own words )
- Go ahead and press the back arrow 

G H I J K L



- The last link under Settings is titled Quick Guide, and it is just that!
- Basically, this will take you through all of the basic features discussed when you first set up your Umie.  
If you ever forget how to control something, this is where you should go for a refresher.
( Show the scroll through the features and say whatever comes to mind )

- Now that we have gotten through all of the features under settings, lets navigate back to the homepage of the app
- There are some amazing features left to explore!

Umie Features & Application
( Show screen G )
- At the bottom left hand corner, you have the ability to power on or off the Umie
( Grab the Umie and hold it in your hand with the buttons facing upward )

- Lets turn on the Umie by pressing this power button on the app
( Start the Umie out at the lowest vibration available, and the lowest heat setting )

- I’m going to start out at the lowest vibration and heat setting available, and demonstrate increasing both
( Start adjusting the vibration, while the Umie is in your hand, and describe the experience you are having, however you see fit )
( Show screen G again )

- Now lets play with the heat function
( Show the viewer the screen on the app as you change the heat )
- I’m going to increase the heat to the maximum 113 degrees Fahrenheit or 45 degrees Celsius
( Comment on how cute the color change is on the app )
( Talk about how these feature feel on your hand while they are in action )

- If you look at the bottom center of this screen, there is a pause button.  
- That feature will be the used to control any music playing in the background
- I will show you that feature in a moment

- Now lets touch the final feature to discuss on the Umie app, the ( + ) sign at the bottom right corner
( Show Screen H )
- You will notice there are 5 modes of play available to choose from!
( Comment on how they sound to you... Excitement! )
- Lets start exploring the first of five )

G H



N O P

- Touch Sound Mode
( Show Screen N )

- When you first touch this feature, you must select OK, and allow Tantriss to access your microphone
- After you select OK, grab your Umie and power it on, if it isn’t already.  
- Begin talking to it, “ Hi Umie, I’m so excited to play with you later!”  
( Comment on whatever you feel is a reflection of your excitement when doing this for the first time)
( Make sure to have the Umie visible in the shot, to showcase the change in speed, etc. )

- Press the back arrow in the upper left hand corner of the app, then press the bottom right hand ( + ) sign to access the menu again

- This time I’m going to select Multimedia Mode
( Show Screen O )
- This is where you can go to control any music you have playing in the background, for your device
- Umie has the ability to create vibration patterns to any music playing
( Comment on how you feel about that )
- I’m going to turn on a song from my i tunes, De Angelo... How does it Feel :P
- Let’s watch Umie move to the music and use the controls features provided
( Use the controls available, and showcase the Umie and your response!)

- Press the back arrow in the upper left hand corner of the app, then press the bottom right hand ( + ) sign to access the menu again

- This time I’m going to select Custom Mode
( Show Screen P )
- This feature allows you or your partner to draw any random motion, and the Umie will respond to it with amazing precision.
( Have the Umie in the shot, and demonstrate you drawing and the Umie responding in your hand )
( Make a natural comment that comes to mind, to show your excitement )



Q R

- Select Shake Mode
- This feature allows you to do exactly that, shake your hand to control the Umie
( Show you and the Umie responding, either it on the table vibrating, or in your hand... keep the capture as sexy as possible... not cheesy)

- Press the back arrow in the upper left hand corner of the app, then press the bottom right hand ( + ) sign to access the menu again

- This time I’m going to select Preset Mode
( Show Screen R )
- This is where the Umie really stands out!  
- To incorporate the influence of tantra, 8 preset modes were created by a Tantrica.  

( Capture the Umie’s sound from each vibration, or show it vibrating on a surface and call them out by name as you go through all 8 )

- I’m going to go through them one at a time, to allow you to get an idea of what they are like.
( Respond to each individual setting, the way you see fit.  Always get across your excitement )

( Touch Kama )
1. Kama: 
Another word for Desire, Kama represents divine will. Continuous vibe will take you on a steady ride, a continuous flow into the fullness of your passions.

( Touch Guru )
2. My Guru: 
Vibe and Pulse, the master of masturbation magic. Allow it be your personal Guru flooding your body with out of this world sensations, arousal and excitement. A 
powerful teacher, this amazing setting can expand you own sexual boundaries and show you the way to total sexual fulfillment.

( Touch Chakra )
3. Chakra: 
Chakra or energy centers live along our spine and are a vortex to our greatest potential waiting to be manifest. Balanced start awakens these chakras as we breath 
life into the urge for pleasure. Breath into the ecstasy calling you into deeper states of bliss.



( Touch Prana )
4. Prana: 
Prana is literally the breath of life, the perfect title for Kick start, everything starts with the breath. Kick start and breathe into the flow of pleasure at your own pace 
and let the sexual rise begin.

( Touch Dakini )
5. Dakini: 
Dakini, the feminine embodiment of enlightened energy. Free yourself to the Goddess within, surrender to her beauty, her passion and sensual magic. Free mode is 
the path to discovering this sacred part of you, opening the portals to true self healing and love.

( Touch Kundalini )
6. Kundalini: 
Kundalini the perfect symbol for our contraction setting as it represents coiled up potential energy. 
Energy is always in a state of contraction and release. 

( Touch Nadi )
7. Nadi: 
The energy of the subtle body where prana moves. It’s the life force, a great state of excitement and intensity.

( Touch Nirvana )
8. Nirvana: 
Complete spiritual liberation, Power buzz is the gateway to Nirvana, to a place of higher consciousness and enlightenment. Power Buzz will take you to new heights, 
ascending sexual arousal into otherworldly realms. 

Closing

 - Overall, Umie amazed me!  I’ve never seen or felt a toy that has the list of features Umie offers!  I love that the goal Tantriss is to bring the ancient art of Tantra into 
the 21st century.  Whether you are familiar with the art of Tantra, it does not matter because Umie will take you there!  Umie is the most life-like vibrator I have ever 
experienced.  From the sensitivity and responsiveness, to the ability to adjust the heat, Umie invoked the most enlightening, intimate release I have ever 
experienced!
I’ve never felt more comfortable with a toy before Umie, and my partner thoroughly enjoyed controlling my pleasure too! 
I can empty out my drawer of toys, because nothing even compares to Umie!  It is the only toy I will ever need! 

( At the end of each video, promote the product by directing those watching, to the website & video’s page )

- Visit www. tantriss.com, to get an Umie of your own, or go to https://tantriss.com/pages/videos, to see more testimonials from those who have experienced the 
world’s smartest pleasure object! 


